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ABSTRACT

The dispersion of the first plasmon band is calculated within the

Random Phase Approximation for a superlattice of two-dimensional electron-

gases, mutually interacting, and with nearest neighbour hopping between

the planes. It is further shown that the deviations of this dispersion

from the one in systems with zero interplane motion are very small in

commonly realized experimental situations and that they are expected to

be observable only in samples with plane distances of 100A and less.
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Introduction:

Electronic collective excitations in semiconducting superlattices or

intercalated graphite have attracted much attention over the last years. Especially

the plasmon has been widely studied theoretically 1"6 and experimentally 7-9.The

model, which is commonly studied, consists of an infinite number of periodically

stacked planes with electrons inside the planes seperated by a certain distance d.

Most of the investigations 2"* however are restricted to the case where the electrons

are strictly constrained to move within the planes with no interplane-motion

allowed 10. In this case, for small wave-vectors with in-plane and perpendicular

component q and qz(5*0), the plasmon dispersion is linear2"5 in |q| , (accoustic

plasmon), with a dispersion proportional to q2, A finite propability for tunneling

between neighbouring planes shifts the plasmafrequency co(0,qz) to a finite value,

as has been shown by Grecu '. To our knowledge in this case nothing is known

about the dispersion coefficient for finite q, the calculation of which is the aim of

this letter. Further we estimate the approximate range of plane-distances, for

which such interplane-tunneling should be observable. It turns out that for most

applications the Vissher-Falicov model10 of zero interplane motion is a sufficient

description of the system.
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Calculation of the RPA dispersion:

The layered elctrongas (LEG) model (plane distance d) with tunneling

between neighbouring planes is described by the Hamiltonian

H = Z K E

Here K is short for (k,kz), with kz restricted to the first Brillouinzone, (the spin is

omitted for brevity), e^ is the dispersion of the tight-binding bands

^ 1 (2)

(3)

and v(Q) denotes the Fouriertransform of the Coulomb-potential:

,-.-. _ 2ftde sinh(qd)

Within the Random-Phase-Approximation (RPA) the dielectric response of the

system is described through

£ * * = i _ v(Q)x°(Q,C0) , (4)

with the responsefunction

where we have used the abbreviations

(5)

(6)

(nK... Fermifunction)

AN and AE are uneven functions of K, therefore the high-frequency-expansion of
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Eq.(5) reads

X°(Q.<O->°°) = - - T 1 5 ; K A N K . Q A E K , Q - - T - ;
co d co d
1 xi (0) , 1 w (0) ,= — Mi + — M3 + ...

CO W

AE'K,Q

(7)

For small Q the leading contribution comes only from the first term of

Eq.(7) and was first evaluated by Grecu (1973)! with the result

(8)

vT being the tunneling velocity:

vT = £ (9)

Consequently, to the order of Q2, the plasmon, which is described by the zeroes of

£, is given through

0)2 =
 ^ P ~^~7 + ~T1 ~1 <10)

V q +qj q +qj vF ) •

where cop
2 = 4jme2/m is the 3-dimensional plasmafrequency of the system (n is the

volume-density of electrons in the system, connected to the area-density n2 in each

plane through n2/d). The q = 0 plasmon dispersion therefore starts at the finite

value co = Ci)p-v̂ /Vp, in contrast to the plasmon of a layered electron gas without any

tunneling between the planes (Vissher-Falicov-Model 10,vT=0), where an acoustic

plasmon (to - I q I) is realized.

To the best of our knowledge, Eq.(7) has not yet been evaluated for arbitrary
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values of Q, which is necessary for the knowledge of the (RPA-)dispersion of the

plasmon. The calculation of the socalled "first" (M,*^ and "third moment" (Mf) of

the responsefunction X°(Q>G>) can be carried out analytically: Relabelling the

indices of nK±Q^ (cf. Eqs.(6) and (7)) with K, we get for the first term

M / 0 * = < [ [p Q ,H] , p_q]>° = | X K ( '

- £al + JL 4 f JLY gin2/'3£)

where we have used the relation k,2=2Tm2. Evaluation of the scond term of Eq.(7)

yields

2 l V 2 '

M <0) =<[[[pQ,H],H°],[-p_Q,H]]>0

The result thus obtained for %° is used in Eq.(4) in the dielectric function , the

zeroes of which determine the eigenvalues of the system. With use of the relation

sin Y = 1 -co&x , Eq.(ll) alone leads to the following contribution for the

plasmon co(Q):

_ 2 f* qd sinh(qd)

L 2(cosh(qd)-cos(qzd))

| sinh(qd)
qd cosh(qd)~cos{qzd) I

(13)
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It is easily checked that Eq.(13) has the correct small Q limiting behaviour as it is

given through Eq.(lO). Finally, with use of the abbreviations u s vT/vF, s =

sin(qzd/2), aB* = h2/m*e2* (effective Bohrradius of the system) and all lengths

measured in d, the full RPA-dispersion of a superlattice with nearest-neighbour

tunneling is given through:

i
CO =

q2 + 4\)2 s2

(14)

This describes the first plasmonband co(q,qz) for finite values of both, q and qz.

Note that in the limit of large q the leading terms are independent of v, short

wavelenghts-excitations thus not being influenced through interplane motions of

the electrons. The complete I q | -dependence for different values of qz as given

through Eq.(14) and its comparison with the visdier-Faiicov dispersion is shown

in Fig.l (dashed curve).

Of special interest are the two cases of Q being parallell or orthogonal to the

superlattice planes, namely

to (q=O,qz) = t o ^ 2 + 3 T2 sin (16)

While the in-plane plasmon is only negligibly modified compared to the no-tun-
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neling behaviour through the (T/eF)2-term, the Qj-plasmon is now dispersive in

qz, in contrast to the Fissher-Valicov-model with zero excitation energy for

arbitrary Qx= (0,qz). This dispersion, however, is quite small. (cf.Fig.l).

Estimation of the tunneling velocity:

We now turn to the question, whether this plasmon propagation across the

superlattice layers should be observable in real systems. The linear vissher-Faiicov

dispersion has been experimentally confirmed by Olego and Pinczuk 8 for a GaAs-

Al^Ga^As superlattice (x=0.2, n 2 =7.3 .10 n cm 2 ) with layers of 250A,

respectively 650A, thickness. We now want to know, by which amount the

thickness of the (Al G^As layers has to be reduced in order to observe the modified

dispersion.

To get a crude estimate of the tunneling velocity vT, we consider the mean

lifetime of an electron in a simple square well (as shown in Fig.2): Denoting the

wavefunction outside the well in the case of infinitely thick walls ("b"= «i) with

Y(x>a) = B / e - V 1 , (17)

the most obvious guess for the desired decay-time of the "quasibound" state is

T - i L e 2 K o b (18)
Eo

This result is confirmed through a more detailed calculation n : For large wall
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thickness b the energy will be close to the value Eo, An expansion around this

solution leads to complex wavenumbers and energies, corresponding to the fact,

that the bound state decays in time. The decay-time is determined through the

imaginary part of E and apart of a factor of the order of one, the result is just

Eq.(18). Additional confirmation of Eq.(18) was made in recent literature 12

through comparison with estimates for T via the "local density of states" p(E) =

J dx i^(x)|2.
-a

In the case of a superlattice instead of a single well, one has to calculate the

Bloch- or Wannierfunctions. The latter however, are - especially for large b - very

close to the "atomic" orbitals, and the main feature of Eq.(18), the exponential

dependence on b, will certainly remain the main feature of the overlap integrals

and of the tunneling velocity, which therefore will be reasonably approximated

through vT = d / T. It decreases rapidly with growing thickness b of the (AlGa)As-

layers.

As a consequence, oyu and thus the value of o>(O,qz), which can also be expressed

as (cf. Eq.(16))

is independent of n2.This is an artefact of the relation kF
2=2rtn2, which is well

known to have also the consequence of an n2-independent 2-dimensional Thomas-

Fermi screeninglentgh qTp=2/aB*. (Thus, in the region where the RPA is a good
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description, both, screening and Qx plasmon, though dependent on the volume-

density n, can experimentally only be regulated via the plane distance d).

The depth Vo of our ficticious potential well is determined through the difference

in the conduction band edges "-w.is £gc = x e v , reduced through band-bending

due to modulation doping (a few meV in 50A thick layers and 50-100meV for 200-

400A), and was therefore taken to be ~100...200 meV.

The resulting estimates for vT and to(O,qz) are given in Table 1 and the dispersion

(fl(q,qz) in Fig.3: Only for very small layer thickness (d~100A and less) it can be

expected that the deviations from the Vissher-Falicov dispersion due to interplane-

tunneling will be experimentally detectable.

Our estimates are in good agreement with the experiments of Kirillov et at.":

They observed for coupled plasmon-phonon modes with decreasing layer thickness

(2a=b = d/2) the transition from 3dimensional modes in individual layers (for

d=10000A, 1000A, 600A) to the quasi-2dimensional behaviour of the superlattice

(for d=200A,100A) and to again 3dimensional modes (for d=40A,30A,20A). The

region of interest is therefore 100A > d >40A .(It should be noted in this

connection that for very thin spacing tunneling between more than one layer should

be taken into account). Because of the exponential in Eq,(13) the plasmon is very

sensitive on d (a variation by 20A might change co(0,qz) by almost 1 order of

magnitude) and further examinations of samples with d < lOOA seems meaningful.
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In conclusion it can be stated that in a layered electron gas tunneling between

neighbourplanes changes the RPA-dispersion from its Vissher-Falicov behaviour

significantly only for small Iql and plane-distances of 100A and less. Thus for

most applications of superlattices the constraint of strictly 2 dimensional electron

movement will be sufficient.
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Table 1: Estimates of the tunneling velocity and the starting value of the q=0

plasmon for finite qz. 2a denotes the width of the potential-well, b the width

of the barrier of height Vo. Values of different a,b leading to the same

distance d, cause roughly the same vf. Therefore for v-r/vp and for co(O,qz)

only 1 value is displayed.

Tablet:

d[A] 2a[A] b[A] VJmeV] vT[m/s] vT/vF 0)(0,qz)

900

500

140

140

140

120
120

120

100
100
100

80
80
80

60

60
40

250
250

70

50
30

60
50

20

50
30
20

40
30
20

30

20
20

650
250

70

90
110

60
70
100

50
70

80

40

50
60

30
40

20

100
150

200
200
200

200
200

200

200
200
200

200
200
200

200
200
200

3E-25
2E-12

4E-04
1E-04
1E-04

2E-03
8E-04
1E-03

6E-O3
3E-03
5E-03

2E-02
2E-02
2E-02

8E-02
7E-02
3E-01

2E-19
1E-06

4E+02
2E+02
3E+02

2E+03
1E+03
4E+03

7E+03
5E+03
1 E+04

3E+O4
2 E+04
4 E+04

9 E+04
1E+05
3E+05

9E-25
4E-12

1E-03

9E-03

3E-02

1 E-01

3E-01

1 E+O0

1E-23
6E-11

6E-02

3 E-01

1E+O0

5E+00

2E+01

2E+01
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figl: Full RPA plasmon dispersion w(q,qz) for a superlattice with inter-

plane tunneling velocity vT = 0.1 vF, kpd=15 and d=aB*(=990A). The

insert shows the dispersion for small q. Note the different starting-

values for different qz.

Fig.2: Square well potential: Ground-state energy 2mE= ifik^ =

2mV0-li2K2, with ik and K denoting the coefficients in the exponentials

of the wave-function. The expansion of k and K around the b -> °°

solution, namely ig^^K^/kg, yields a komplex energy. Its imaginary

part corresponds to the finite lifetime of the bound state.

Fip.3: Full RPA plasmon dispersion according to Eq.(l 1) for different

interplane-distances d.The tunneling velocity x> = vT/vF was estimated

as given in Table 1.
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